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M
any faiths preach about compassion and loving others, but that can be hard to put

into practice. h Some say that’s where the enneagram can come in. h Although not

religious in nature, the enneagram is a personality-typing tool that religious leaders

are using more and more to help foster understanding and compassion among their

flocks. h The Rev. David Hett, dean of the Burkhart Center at First Community Church in Marble

Cliff, said he has used it for years to help couples in premarital counseling. h The Burkhart Center, a

learning community for people of all religions and no religion, has hosted trainings with the Colum-

bus-based Enneagram Institute of Ohio, where Hett is on the faculty, for years as well. The institute

does private sessions and virtual teachings. See TOOL, Page 3D
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When considering the various reli-
gious traditions around the world we
can see how they adapt and transform
in diverse environments. We might
think of a tree transplanted from one
soil to another. There is an abiding rela-
tion with the original roots, but in the
new ground, in a new climate, the tree
may become quite distinct, almost like
another species. I drew this analogy
from religion teacher Stephen Prothe-
ro’s book, “God is Not One: The Eight Ri-
val Religions That Run the World.” We
shouldn’t be surprised to find a faith tra-
dition looking and acting very different
when transplanted from Beijing to San
Francisco, from Mumbai to Tokyo, from
Jerusalem to New York or from Lagos to
Rio.

Is the Christian tree the same here as
it is in other countries, on other conti-
nents? Observing the countless species
of that one faith in the United States
should help us answer that. To be a
Christian in America may not even re-
semble being a Christian in Asia or Afri-

ca. Though missionaries often try to
convert people to their own sectarian
beliefs, rituals and customs (even to
conform to the same language, clothing
and culture), indigenous people find
ways to hold their own well-rooted,
well-watered beliefs. 

My own white male American “well-
educated” bubble was popped while
reading Prothero’s book. I was startled,
even a bit troubled, by another gap in
my education (there are many). I had to
revisit the question first presented in
the World Religions course at my evan-
gelical college: How many trees of faith
are there, how many species of religion?
We learned about Hinduism, Buddhism,
Confucianism, Taoism, Judaism, Chris-
tianism, Islam, Sikhism, Jainism, Shin-
toism and Zoroastrianism. “Animism”
was mentioned as a more “primitive”
form of religion, because the focus was
on the “Great Religions” – meaning the
oldest and most populous.

Prothero devotes a whole chapter on
a major religious tradition I had barely
heard of: Yoruba. This West African reli-
gion is very old and has millions of fol-
lowers around the planet, especially in
Nigeria, Brazil (where it’s known as
Candomble), Cuba (called Santeria) and
elsewhere. It becomes quite obvious: in-
digenous religions are far older, more
deeply rooted, than any of the so-called

“Great” traditions.
In the Yoruba worldview, “orishas”

are female and male spirits who influ-
ence human lives. Orishas have person-
alities and can be both creative and de-
structive, healing or harmful. Not exact-
ly like the gods of Olympus, orishas live
in the earth and they can suffer like hu-
mans. They are interested in putting hu-
mans in touch with a sacred power
called “ashe.” Prothero explains one of
the best definitions of ashe is “the pow-
er to make things happen.” It can simply
be like saying “Amen – so be it.” “Ifa,” a
form of divination (to “divine” the will of
the spirits), is performed by priests and
priestesses who assist the devoted in
connecting to their sacred power and to
Nature. In my limited understanding I
would say this is like helping someone
find the outlet to plug into the power
source. A central focus of Yoruba is to
re-connect people to their ashe.

It’s hard to say how many gods there
are in Yoruba, but the highest of them all
is Olodumare. Western thinkers may
have a hard time wrapping their minds
around the fact that Olodumare is not
the creator of the world and has no tem-
ples or priests. As there is no official
scripture or theology in Yoruba, we can
simply say Olodumare is Power itself.
Nothing simple about that. 

Fresh out of college I taught my first

class on World Religions in my home
church near Seattle. The adult educa-
tion course was a basic introduction
with readings from the scriptures of
various traditions. Though somewhat
radical at that time, in that church, peo-
ple seemed to follow their curiosity and
engage harder, deeper thinking. We all
raised questions no one could answer.
After studying Philosophy, I found that
“creative ignorance” delightful and fas-
cinating. New ideas flavored with fresh
questions! I was hungry for them. As a
secular person I still enjoy new tastes; I
want to learn: What is this new thing?
Why have I never learned about it be-
fore?

It’s clear to me I never learned about
Yoruba because it sounds so strange
and exotic – and so African and Latin
American (so non-white). Besides, most
North Americans have settled into a
comfortable cultural Christianism and
somehow think we already have all we
need – a god, a bible, plenty of churches,
plenty of rituals and holidays. 

Knowledge of Yoruba might help us
turn up the dimmer switch in our minds.
Can we connect with a greater power
than the “Great Religions” have handed
to us? What could that power-source
be? 

Chris Highland’s website is 
chighland.com.
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